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2 ¾ -Deoxyguanosine 3 ¾ 55¾ -cyclic monophosphate forms in water cholesteric and hexagonal
columnar mesophases. The polymorphic behaviour and the structural building blocks of the
liquid crystalline phases, as determined by optical microscopy, CD spectroscopy and X-ray
di� raction, are comparable to those found with all the deoxyguanylates investigated so far
(in particular with deoxuguanosine 5 ¾ - and 3 ¾ -monophosphate). The present results show that
the formation of a stacked array of planar G-tetramers, a necessary condition for the existence
of the columnar mesophases, occurs even in the absence of hydrogen bonding groups linking
the molecules along the length of the columns.

1. Introduction

Guanosine, 2 ¾ -deoxyguanosine and their derivatives
give gels in water [1]. The ® rst report on this phenom-
enon appeared in 1910 [2], but the explanation of this
peculiar behaviour came ® fty years later, from an X-ray
di� raction study of ® bres obtained by drying the gels
formed at pH 5 by guanosine 5 ¾ - and 3 ¾ -monophosphate
[3]. Both compounds form very similar, highly ordered
helical structures, characterized by the presence of guan-
ine bases hydrogen bonded in the tetrameric arrange-
ment shown in ® gure 1. The helix formed by guanosine
3 ¾ -phosphate consists of a core of equally spaced, planar
G-tetramers, with the sugar phosphate moieties protrud-
ing at the periphery. Later on, studies by X-ray ® bre
di� raction and model building indicated that poly(G)

Figure 1. The tetrameric arrangement of guanine bases.forms a right-handed, quadruple helix, where the planar
G-tetramers are connected by the four covalent sugar-
phosphate backbones [4]. Several nuclear magnetic top of one another, form octamers and dodecamers [5].
resonance investigations of aqueous solutions of gua- The distribution and stability of the various aggregates
nosine 5 ¾ -monophosphate at neutral pH demonstrated were found to depend strongly upon the nature and
that, by a concentration dependent process, the com- concentration of added alkali metal ions [6]. Model
pound gives ® rst planar tetramers that, by stacking on building studies led the authors to suggest that

interplanar hydrogen bonds, involving the phosphates
groups, might also contribute to the stability of the*Authors for correspondence.
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342 G. P. Spada et al.

multilayered aggregates [6]. The ordering ability of 2. Results and discussion

2.1. Optical microscopic observationsguanine is not restricted to homoguanylic mono- and
The phase sequences shown at room temperature bypoly-nucleotides. Short guanine-rich oligonucleotides,

sodium and ammonium salts of 2¾ -deoxyguanosine 3¾ : 5¾ -made of a few repeats of telomeric DNAs, are able to
cyclic monophosphate, as determined by observation ofself-assemble into monomeric, dimeric and tetrameric
the typical textures exhibited by the di� erent phases instructures, held together by the planar G-tetramers.
polarized light (and then con® rmed by X-ray di� raction),Several such structures, and the processes leading to
are the following:them, have been elucidated by CD [7] and NMR [8]
ammonium salt I-6 5́%-Ch-16%-Hspectroscopies and single crystal X-ray di� raction [9],
sodium salt I-20%-Ch-35%-Hbut a clear understanding of the role of guanine self-
where I, Ch and H represent the isotropic, cholestericassociation in telomer function has yet to emerge.
and hexagonal phase, respectively.That guanine-driven assembly may result in ordering

Concerning the cholesteric phase, we could obtainbeyond the quadruple helix was ® rst shown by optical
neither the ® ngerprint texture nor the planar texturemicroscopy using aqueous solutions of the sodium salt
even after the sample had been kept in a 5 kG magneticof 2 ¾ -deoxyguanylyl-(3 ¾ -5 ¾ )-2 ¾ -deoxyguanosine, d(GpG),
® eld for a long time. This ® nding, in contrast to what isthat forms cholesteric and hexagonal mesophases [10].
observed for many guanosine derivatives investigatedThe same behaviour was displayed by the other homogu-
[11], has been already reported for d(Gp) and itsanylates investigated. The concentration at which the
isobutyl ester [14]. Considering that the guanine tetra-cholesteric phase appears increases with the degree of
meric planes tend to align parallel to the magnetic ® eld,oligomerization and seems to be related to the ratio of
this behaviour could indicate that the guanine residuesnegative charge/guanine units in the molecule [11].
which form the tetramer are not exactly perpendicularFurther studies, including X-ray di� raction, proved that
to the axis of the aggregate. Therefore the columnarthe building block of the liquid crystalline phases is a
aggregate could have a small diamagnetic anisotropychiral rod, with a diameter of about 25 AÊ , composed of
or, perhaps, the columns are too entangled.stacked guanine tetramers [11]. Furthermore, small

angle neutron scattering (SANS) data recorded for all 2.2. CD experiments: the assembly process f rom the
compounds at 1% w/w concentration (isotropic phase) isotropic solution to the cholesteric phase
showed the presence of cylindrical particles with a length Circular dichroism spectroscopy is very sensitive to
of 60± 70 AÊ and a diameter of about 25 AÊ [12]. Liquid stereochemical variation; it is ideal for following the
crystalline phases are formed, too, by the ammonium aggregation process of d(cGp) from the isolated molec-
salts of 2 ¾ -deoxyguanosine 5 ¾ - and 3 ¾ -monophosphate ules to the supramolecular aggregates and ® nally to the
[d(pG) and d (Gp), respectively], but the appearance of cholesteric mesophases. CD spectra of aqueous solutions
the cholesteric mesophase occurs at very di� erent con- of sodium and ammonium salts of d(cGp) at di� erent
centrations (30 and 5% w/w, respectively [13]). Also, concentrations, with or without added 1M KCl, have
SANS failed to reveal the presence of cylindrical particles been recorded at di� erent temperatures, and with careful
in the 1% w/w solution of d(pG) [12]. CD studies of repetition of the thermal cycles.
isotropic solutions of the two homoguanylates in the Typical CD spectra of solutions of d(cGp) are reported
absence and in the presence of KCl, showed that d (Gp) in ® gures 2± 4. The main features of these spectra are
forms aggregated species at lower concentration than quite similar to those already reported [13, 14] for the
d(pG) [13]. deoxynucleotides d (pG), d (Gp) and its isobutyl ester.

Since all available evidence indicates that the free From an analysis of these ® gures, three characteristic
monophosphate group and its location may play a major spectra can be identi® ed.
role in the self-assembly of the monoguanylates, we have (a) The spectrum of the isolated monomeric species
examined the behaviour of 2 ¾ -deoxyguanosine 3 ¾ 55 ¾ - can be observed in the more dilute solutions in pure
cyclic monophosphate d (cGp), where hydrogen bonding water; the same spectrum is also obtained at higher
groups p̀endant’ from the sugar ring are no longer temperature for more concentrated solutions or in the
present. The results of optical microscopy, CD spectro- presence of salts. They show weakly dichroic signals at
scopy and X-ray di� raction studies are reported. c. 280 and 250 nm (De c.+0 3́ and Õ 0 1́, respectively) ,

followed by a positive (De c.+3) signal at c. 210 nm.
(b) The spectra of the assembled species can be

observed at intermediate temperatures and concentra-
tions of d (cGp); they are drastically di� erent from the
spectrum of the monomer and are characterized by a
relatively intense, non-conservative, negative, exciton-
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343Self-assembly of 2 ¾ -deoxyguanosine 3 ¾ 55 ¾ -cyclic monophosphate

like couplet [15] centred around 245 nm. The amplitude
of the couplet (DDe c. Õ 7) depends on the concentration
of the guanine derivatives and on the salts added.

(c) At much higher concentrations (or lower temper-
atures), an enormous negative band (De c. Õ 70) is
observed; this spectrum, whose shape is similar to that
of the absorption spectrum, is associated with the forma-
tion of the cholesteric mesophase.

The CD spectra of the aggregate can be interpreted in
the light of previous results. Firstly, the CD spectra of
the four-stranded helices of poly (G) and poly(dG) are
known, and also the structure of this unusual helix, which
is similar to our columnar aggregates, is known in detail
from ® bre X-ray work on poly(G): the helix is right-
handed and the bases are stacked perpendicularly to the
helix axis [4]. Secondly, the spectroscopic properties of
guanine have been extensively investigated and, con-
sequently, it is possible to calculate with a high degree of
con® dence the CD spectra of poly (G) and of similar
molecules with a relatively simple exciton treatment [16].
From this approach, the chirality of the columnar aggreg-
ates can be deduced. In the four-stranded helix of
poly(G), the transition at c. 250 nm gives rise to a non-
symmetric exciton couplet with a stronger positive com-Figure 2. CD spectrum of the sodium salt of d (cGp),

0 4́% w/w in water, recorded at 5 ß (dotted) and 80 ß C ponent at c. 260 nm and a weaker negative band at c.
(solid line). 240 nm. It follows that, whenever spectra similar to this

are obtained, they can be related to the presence of right-
handed four-stranded structures. The correlation has
both empirical and theoretical validity.

For the derivative d(cGp), the aggregates have a CD
spectrum almost mirroring that of poly(G); thus a left-
handed columnar helicity can be inferred.

The interpretation of the intense signal due to the
cholesteric order can be obtained in the light of
Mauguin’s model extended to the absorption region
[17]; this also allows the determination of the cholesteric
handedness if a few spectroscopic characteristics of the
structural unit forming the mesophase are known. In
the case of a stacked system of guanine tetramers, a
positive CD signal in the absorption region indicates a
right-handed cholesteric, and a negative CD signal indi-
cates a left-handed cholesteric. For d (cGp), the choles-
teric phase is left-handed (M ).

In summary, from CD experiments it can be deduced
that d (cGp) dissolved in water, with or without the
presence of KCl, gives rise to a self-recognition and self-
assembly process leading to left-handed columnar
aggregates and ® nally to left-handed cholesteric meso-
phases; the presence of an excess of K+ helps the
aggregation process.

2.3. X-ray di� raction experiments: the identi® cation of
the mesophases and the phase diagramFigure 3. CD spectra of the sodium salt of d(cGp), 0 4́% w/w

The structure of the liquid crystalline phases (inin KCl 1M, recorded at 0 ß (dotted), 10 ß (dashed ) and
20 ß C (solid line). particular of the hexagonal phase) formed by the sodium
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344 G. P. Spada et al.

Figure 4. CD spectra of the sodium salt of d (cGp), 4% w/w in KCl 1M, recorded at 30 ß (dotted), 50 ß (dashed ) and 55 ß C
(solid line).

salt of d(cGp) can be derived from the analysis of the The narrow band observed in the high angle region
at a reciprocal spacing s of about (3 4́ AÊ ) Õ 1 (s=2 sin h/l,corresponding X-ray di� raction pro® les. Typical X-ray

di� raction patterns for the two mesophases observed in where 2h is the scattering angle and l the X-ray wave-
length) is indicative of columnar liquid crystalline phasesthe present system are reported in ® gure 5.
[10, 11, 14, 18]. This re¯ ection is present in both meso-
phases: in fact, it is related to the intracolumnar order
of the structural elements [19]Ð the thickness of any
aromatic ringÐ composed of a stacked array of guanine
tetramers at the van der Waals distance.

In the low-concentration mesophase only a broad
peak is observed in the low angle region, as expected
for a cholesteric phase. In the high concentration meso-
phase, up to ® ve peaks are easily identi® ed in the low
angle region. The peak positions are in the ratio
1 : 31/2 : 41/2 : 71/2 : ¼ and are indicative of a two-
dimensional hexagonal lattice of p6m symmetry [20, 21].
It should be noted that no extra peaks were observed
in the low angle region; this indicates that in the meso-
phase no long range intercolumnar correlation of the
tetramer units exists. In other words, there is no longitud-
inal positional order, and the rods may freely translate
in the direction perpendicular to the two-dimensional
hexagonal cell [22].

The phase diagram obtained from X-ray di� raction
experiments performed at di� erent temperatures and

Figure 5. X-ray di� raction patterns obtained at 25 ß C from
concentrations is reported in ® gure 6. It is interesting tod(cGp) samples with c=54% (upper frame) and c=34%
note that the cholesteric phase disappears at high tem-( lower frame). The peaks centred at 2h of c. 18 ß are due

to the mica windows. perature. In its general appearance, this phase diagram
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345Self-assembly of 2 ¾ -deoxyguanosine 3 ¾ 55 ¾ -cyclic monophosphate

we found a monotonic decrease of the unit cell dimension
with increasing concentration² . Moreover, a signi® cant
thermal e� ect was detected: while at higher concentra-
tions data appear to be fairly independent of temper-
ature, at low concentrations, interaxial distances show a
strong inverse temperature dependence.

For ¯ exible rod systems, theoretical calculations
[23, 24, 25] showed that the exponent of the power law
dependence of a with cv ² varies from Õ 1/2 to Õ 1/3 as
a function of ¯ exibility (Õ 1/2 being for spherocylinders

Figure 6. Phase diagram of d(cGp) as deduced from X-ray
that are ¯ exible, longer than the persistence length, anddi� raction measurements. I: isotropic; Ch: cholesteric; H:
Õ 1/3 for rigid spherocylinders, shorter than the persist-hexagonal phases. Shadowing indicates regions of phase
ence length). Power law behaviours were then calculatedcoexistence. Hatched areas were not investigated.
from the curves reported in Figure 7: at 30 ß C, the data
align on the curve with Õ 1/3 exponent, but at higheris in agreement with the diagram determined for d(pG)
temperatures, the data vary more slowly than c Õ 1/3 . The[18], as well as with phase diagrams calculated for self-
relevance of those results for the derivation of a modelassembling rod systems [23, 24]. These theoretical
for the hexagonal phase will be discussed in the nextapproaches indicate that the stability of a columnar
paragraph.cholesteric phase depends on the properties of the

As reported in [18], the tetramer stacking repeataggregate (such as ¯ exibility and length) and on the
distance and the average number of stacked discs peraggregation strength; only in the case of strong aggrega-
column could be obtained by analysing the position andtion (e.g. for a long and/or sti� aggregate) may a stable
the full-width and half-maximum of the high anglenematic (cholesteric) phase be observed. This seems to
(3 4́ AÊ ) Õ 1 peak. The results are summarized in ® gures 8be the situation in the present system; the nematic phase
and 9. In ® gure 8, the tetramer stacking distance as adisappears on increasing the temperature as a con-
function of concentration and temperature is reported.sequence of the reduced aggregation strength (and sti� -
In spite of the considerable scatter in the data, theness or length).
general trend is for a small increase of the repeat distance

2.4. X-ray di� raction experiments: the structural
properties of the columns

From the analysis of the position and shape of the
di� raction peaks, information about the properties of
the hexagonal phase and of the structural elements from
which it is formed could be obtained. In ® gure 7, the
variation of the unit cell dimension as a function of
concentration and temperature is reported. As expected,

Figure 8. Distance between stacked tetramers as a function
of concentration of d(cGp) for di� erent temperatures.

² Let us assume that columns have a circular section with
radius R and stress that the radius of the tetramer is expected
not to change as a function of concentration. If columns in
the hexagonal phase are rigid and in® nitely long, the relation
between the cross-sectional area of the cylinder and the two-
dimensional hexagonal unit cell surface is [10, 20]: pR2=
(31/2 /2 )a2cv . Therefore, the rods move apart only laterally as

Figure 7. Interaxial distance between four-stranded helices as dilution proceeds and a will change with concentration as
cvÕ

1/2 . By contrast, if the structure is composed of cylinders ofa function of concentration of d (cGp) at di� erent temper-
atures. The lines represent ® ts to the data obtained at 30 ß , ® xed length L , packed as a ¯ uid in the direction normal to

the hexagonal plane and with an average distance C between40 ß , 50 ß , 60 ß and 70 ß C using a power law; the resulting
exponent was equal to Õ 0 3́4 (correlation coe� cient R= rod centres, we obtain [18]: L pR2=C ( 31/2 /2)a2cv . In this case

the dilution will increase both C and a dimensions.0 9́9), Õ 0 2́0 (R=0 8́2) and Õ 0 1́0 (R=0 8́2).
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346 G. P. Spada et al.

Figure 10. Intercolumnar end-to-end distance D between theFigure 9. Average number of stacked tetramers, determined
four-stranded helices in the hexagonal phase as a functionas reported in [18], as a function of concentration of
of concentration of d (cGp) for di� erent temperatures (thed(cGp) at di� erent temperatures. In the right hand scale,
absolute error is estimated to be Ô 20 AÊ ). The lines aredata are converted into average aggregate lengths.
power ® ts to the data obtained at 30 ß , 50 ß and 70 ß C to
show the general trend.

with increasing temperature and concentration.
Noticeably, the stacking distance is lower than the

to-end separation becomes high (up to 60% of the
measured values for d(pG) and d(Gp), which might

aggregate length) as a consequence of a very loose
indicate that the electrostatic repulsive interactions

packing in the C direction³ .
between the discs are reduced. The average length of the
columnar aggregates is reported as a function of concen-

3. Conclusion
tration and temperature in ® gure 9. The length of the

Several deoxyguanylates, including 2 ¾ -deoxyguanosine
aggregate, c. 160 AÊ , appears independent of temperature

3 ¾ - and 5 ¾ -monophosphates, form lyotropic liquid crys-
and concentration. The absence of any growth in length

tals. As established by X-ray di� raction studies, the
of the columns as a function of concentration, as

common building blocks of the mesophases are colum-
observed for d (pG) and folic acid [18, 26], con® rms

nar aggregates, already present in the isotropic solution,
that, in the present case, the aggregation of the tetramer

whose core is a stacked array of planar G-tetramers. In
is strong.

the rods formed by oligoguanylates, the tetramer planes
are held together primarily by covalent sugar phosphate

2.5. A model for the phase diagram
From the analysis of the X-ray di� raction pro® les and ³ These results o� er further support for the suggestion of a

simple geometrical considerations, an interpretation of dominant role of water in modulating the columnar poly-
morphism observed in guanosine derivatives. In fact, shortthe phase diagram may be given. The hexagonal phase
range hydration forces have been recognized as responsible formay be considered to be formed by columns of stacked
the formation of the condensed phase in several linear macrom-discs of radius R and length L , with an end-to-end
olecular aggregates such as DNA, polysaccharides and collagen

distance between two columnar aggregates D . The D [27], and also in d(pG) four-stranded helices [28]. Hydration
values may be calculated using the following equation forces can be either strongly repulsive or attractive; attractive

forces are accompanied by the release of structured water into[18]:
the bulk, an e� ect which has been recognised as the most

D =L (2pR2 /cva
231/2 Õ 1) probable source of increased entropy after assembly [29, 30].

Moreover, attraction strengthens with increasing temperature
The distances calculated from the data in ® gures 6 [30]. Data obtained in this work appear consistent with a

and 8, using R=12 5́ AÊ , are reported in ® gure 10. The balance of attractive and repulsive forces between the d(cGp)
columns. At the lower temperatures, the repulsive hydrationbehaviour is similar to that reported for d(pG) [18]: at
(and electrostatic) force dominates the interaction, and thenlow temperature, the addition of water mainly increases
the addition of water mainly increases the lateral distancethe lateral distances between the cylinders (while the
between the cylinders.

end-to-end separation only smoothly increases); as dilu- Because of the presence of attractive hydration contributions
tion proceeds the lattice parameter increases until the induced and/or strengthened by temperature, the helices remain

closer at high temperature as dilution proceeds. Water releasehexagonal packing becomes unstable relative to the
from the two-dimensional hexagonal unit cell accompaniescholesteric phase. At high temperature, dilution mainly
this e� ect; the increase in the end-to-end distance suggests thatdetermines an increase of the end-to-end distance
water is mainly localized between the cylinders in the axial

between columns and the increase of a is much slower; region. Consistently, the temperature e� ect is concentration
a direct transition to the isotropic phase (without a dependent, as the e� ectiveness in the release of structured

water requires su� ciently hydrated samples.cholesteric phase) occurs, when the intercolumnar end-
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347Self-assembly of 2 ¾ -deoxyguanosine 3 ¾ 55 ¾ -cyclic monophosphate

bridges, whose number increases with the degree of dination with the keto group of guanines, can stabilize
the interaction between adjacent tetramer planes.oligomerization. An important role is also played by

cations like K+, whose size ® ts perfectly into the central
cavity between adjacent tetramers. In the case of monog- 4. Experimental

4.1. Materialsuanylates, several pieces of evidence indicate that the
free phosphate group and its location play a leading The compound d(cGp) is a commercial product

from Sigma.role in the overall stability of the columns and their self-
assembly, most likely by forming hydrogen bonds
between the sugar phosphate moieties of adjacent layers. 4.2. CD experiments

CD spectra were recorded with a JASCO J710 spectro-Thus, we were curious to see if cyclic 3 ¾ : 5 ¾ -
deoxyguanosine monophosphate, whose structure does polarimeter equipped with a Neslab RTE-111 circulator

thermostat (thermal stability <1ß C) and usingnot allow the formation of this type of interplanar
hydrogen bonding, would still self-associate into chiral 0 0́01± 0 1́ cm cells with a thermostatting jacket. Solutions

were prepared by dissolving the compoundsrods, ultimately forming liquid crystalline mesophases.
In fact, the present results show that d(cGp) forms (0 0́4± 4% w/w) in water or in an aqueous solution of

KCl (1 mol l Õ 1 ). The solutions were allowed to stand atcholesteric and hexagonal phases at critical concentra-
tions which depend strongly on the nature of the cation; ambient temperature for one day before recording the

spectra; also before recording the spectra after the ® rstammonium ion promotes the assembly process far better
than sodium, as already found for the acyclic monophos- thermal cycle, the solutions were allowed to stand at

ambient temperature for one day (the spectra did notphates. The transition from the isotropic to the choles-
teric phase occurs at a concentration (6 5́% w/w) close change after the longer time). Concentrations of d (cGp)

were determined spectrophotometrically at 80 ß C (lto that found for the 3 ¾ -monophosphate derivatives
d(Gp) (5%) and much lower than the corresponding 252 nm, e 13700) and are expressed in % w/w. Noise

reduction was obtained by accumulating several spectravalue (30%) for the 5 ¾ -monophosphate derivatives
d(pG). Also, the phase sequence displayed by d(cGp) is (8± 16) and by adopting a mathematical smoothing

routine (JASCO software).the same as that given by d (pG), while for d (Gp) four
di� erent mesophases are formed. X-ray di� raction stud-
ies show that the building block of the liquid crystalline 4.3. Optical microscopy

Microscopic observations were carried out with aphases formed by the cyclic monoguanylates is a colum-
nar aggregate made of stacked guanosine tetramers, Zeiss polarizing microscope equipped with a photocam-

era. Preliminary observations were made on sampleswhose spacing, 3 4́ AÊ , and radius, 12 5́ AÊ at 50% w/w, are
comparable to those found with all the deoxyguanylates with peripheral evaporation. Cholesteric solutions were

inserted into rectangular capillaries (thickness 0 3́ mm,investigated up to now. Also the packing of the cylin-
drical aggregates in the hexagonal phase is maintained from Vitrodynamics) and sealed with wax; the samples

were then put into a 0 5́ T magnetic ® eld for at least 5 hthroughout the series, as shown by the value of the unit
cell dimension found with the cyclic derivative. CD in order to establish their behaviour.
spectra show that both the handedness of the aggregate
formed in the isotropic phase and that of the cholesteric 4.4. X-ray di� raction

The liquid crystalline solutions were left for at leastsuperhelix is the same for the three monoguanylate
derivatives. The thermal stability of their aggregates in two days at room temperature to avoid inhomogeneity.

The homogeneity of the samples was veri® ed by opticalthe isotropic phase is consistently low and its dependency
upon the nature and concentration of added salt is polarizing microscopy. The relative uncertainty in the

concentrations was estimated to be 5%. Concentrationscomparable. For all three monoguanylates, the nature
of the counterion a� ects strongly the stability of the are reported as weight/weight (c) or volume concentra-

tion (cv ), as appropriate. The volume concentration wascholesteric phase, which for the acyclic monophosphates
is formed by the ammonium, but not by the sodium calculated using for d(cGp) the speci® c volume

0 6́51 cm3 g Õ 1 . Low-angle X-ray di� raction experimentssalt. Altogether, the present results show that the forma-
tion of a stacked array of planar G-tetramers, which is were performed using a 1 5́ kW Ital-Structures X-ray

generator equipped with a Guinier-type focusing cameraa necessary condition for the existence of the columnar
mesophases, may occur even in the absence of covalent operating in vacuum: a bent quartz crystal monochrom-

ator was used to select the Cu-Ka1 radiation (l=1 5́4 AÊ ) .phosphate bridges or hydrogen bonding groups to con-
nect the layers. Quite obviously, in this case the self- The samples were mounted in vacuum-tight cells with

thin mica windows. In order to reduce the spottinessassembly process depends strongly upon the presence of
cations like ammonium and potassium which, by coor- arising from possible macroscopic monodomains, the
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